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The chemistry teacher immediately frowned and glared at her. He pointed at the board and shouted, 

“Zhao Jingwei, solve the question on the board.” 

 

It was only when the teacher called her that Zhao Jingwei realized that she was still in class. However, 

she wasn’t listening and didn’t know how to solve the question. She pouted as her face turned pale. She 

stumbled. “Teacher, I...” 

 

Qiao Chen was sitting at the center position of the third row. She heard what Zhao Jingwei said and saw 

the phone in her hands. Qiao Chen raised her hand. 

 

“Teacher.” 

 

As she was the best artist and the top scholar in the class. The teacher knew that she had a bright future 

ahead of her and decided to listen to her. He stopped frowning and smiled. 

 

“What’s the matter, Qiao Chen?” 

 

Qiao Chen tidied her hair and spoke gently. “I just thought of a solution for the questions. May I try?” 

 

“Hmm...” The chemistry teacher initially wanted to teach Zhao Jingwei a lesson for using her phone in 

class. However, the teacher hesitated after thinking of the Qiao Family. He nodded at Zhao Jingwei and 

said impatiently, “Alright, you can take a seat!” 

 

He then smiled at Qiao Chen and said, “Qiao Chen, you may try the question. Let me check if your 

solution is correct.” 

 

Qiao Chen stood up and walked to the podium. 



 

Zhao Jingwei looked at her in gratitude after getting out of trouble. She then breathed a sigh of relief 

and sat back down. 

 

She bit on her lips as she thought. 

 

What did Qiao Nian do? 

 

How did the post on the notice board disappear? 

 

... 

 

Very quickly, school ended. 

 

Shen Qingqing kept her bag, walked toward Qiao Nian, and asked, “Qiao Nian, do you want to go home 

together?” 

 

“No.” 

 

Qiao Nian didn’t bring many things. Shen Qingqing looked at her as she put a pack of gum, her phone, 

and a tablet into her bag. She then zipped the bag. Qiao Nian didn’t bring a single book to school. 

 

Qiao Nian carried her bag, stood up, and continued, “I have something to do.” 

 

Shen Qingqing saw that she wasn’t bringing her books home and answered, “Alright, we can go home 

together next time.” 

 



“Alright.” 

 

Qiao Nian answered, which means that she had agreed. 

 

Shen Qingqing smiled as though she managed to meet her idol. It made Liang Bowen, who was keeping 

his bag, jealous. He looked at Qiao Nian and confirmed that she was just a girl! 

 

“She agreed already. What are you waiting for, let’s go!” He then dragged Shen Qingqing out of the 

classroom. 

 

Qiao Nian looked at them as they left. She then frowned as she was about to leave. 

 

However, when she was at the classroom door, someone came over angrily and stopped her at the 

door. 

 

“Qiao Nian, did you delete the post on the school’s forum?” 

 

It was Zhao Jingwei, who was waiting for her the entire day. 

 

Her shout attracted everyone’s attention. 

 

Qiao Nian frowned and looked at her coldly. She then said, “Go away, stop blocking my path!” 

 

She was fierce as well. 

 

Even though Zhao Jingwei wasn’t rich, she was good friends with Qiao Chen. Hence, everyone knew that 

they were close friends. As Qiao Chen was a rich second-generation heir, most would give in to her. 



 

When Qiao Nian spoke in that manner to her, she was offended. Her face turned red as she screamed 

angrily. “Don’t get cocky. I will expose you to everyone one day and make you leave First High School!” 

 

Qiao Nian had walked around her already and couldn’t be bothered to respond. 

 


